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RECENT NEWS

UAlbany's Institute for Financial Market Regulation Holds Official Launch in Washington, DC

Theresa Pardo attended the launch of UAlbany's Institute for Financial Market Regulation at the James Madison Memorial Hall at the Library of Congress. The Institute is a multidisciplinary partnership, which includes CTG, for education and research on financial market regulation. As a co-principal investigator on the National Science Foundation grant that funds the Institute, Pardo will bring knowledge about the use of technology in government to the development of the curricula.

U.S. Congressman Paul Tonko's remarks at the launch on video >>http://www.albany.edu/ifmr/video_Tonko_launch_address_June_2010.shtml

CTG to Present Social Media Project Findings at The NYS Forum's "Web 2.0 - Answering Your Questions"

June 22, 2010 | 9 AM - 12:15 PM | Albany, NY

CTG program associate Natalie Helbig will present CTG's findings from its social media project, and Derek Werthmuller, director of technology services, and Jana Hrdinova, program associate, will participate on a panel about Web 2.0 tools. The session is sponsored by The NYS Forum Emerging Technologies Work Group in response to the numerous questions they have received from The NYS Forum community on social media and Web 2.0 tools.

For more information on CTG's Social Media Project >>http://www.ctg.albany.edu/projects/socialmedia